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15 Years of Resident Evil

In addition it was also confirmed that the forthcoming
If you haven’t been in a zombie-like slumber, you have Nintendo 3DS title, Resident Evil: The Mercenaries 3D,
will ship with a playable demo of Resident Evil
probably seen all the Resident Evil news cranked out
over the past few weeks. As part of the celebrations of Revelations. Resident Evil: Operation Raccoon City is a
collaboration between Capcom and Vancouver based
Resident Evil’s 15th anniversary, check out this new
studio Slant 6 Games and is scheduled for release this
trailer that offers a glimpse into the past, present and
Winter.
future of the franchise.
This latest offering will take the series in a completely
Since the launch of the first title 15 years ago the
new direction and offer a style of gameplay yet to be
Resident Evil series has enjoyed phenomenal success,
seen from the franchise. Expect the return of original
selling over 45 million units worldwide to date.
Resident Evil enemies, iconic landmarks such as the
So check out the trailer on YOUTUBE or find it at
Raccoon City Police Department and fan favourite
www.capcom-europe.com
It includes the first look at the re-mastered digital ver- characters, including Leon S. Kennedy, who as a rookie
sions of Resident Evil 4, and Resident Evil Code: Veron- police officer in Raccoon City is on your hit list to
ica X as well as some more footage from Resident Evil: eliminate. Players will experience a retelling of classic
moments from past titles Resident Evil 2 and Resident
The Mercenaries 3D and Resident Evil: Revelations for
Evil
3 and watch the events unfolding from the
the Nintendo 3DS. And just to top it off, we’ll give you
menacing
perspective of the Umbrella Security Service,
one more quick look into the newly announced Resigiving
fans
the chance to rewrite the history of the
dent Evil: Operation Raccoon City which is in developRaccoon
City
outbreak. About bloody time !!!
ment for the PlayStation3, Xbox 360 and Windows PC.

Resident Evil’s 15th Anniversary Trailer

LINK OF THE ISSUE…
www.redneckcarnage.com

If you want more news at it happens
then please check out and join the
group: www.facebook.com/2361831622
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Up and coming
Zombie events
Just email us at ed@terror4fun.com and let us
know all about your zombie events.
We will make sure they appear in front of
more than 10,000 people in every issue...
May 10th - 31st, 2011 - Zombie Awareness Month
Australia. See article in this issue.

Custom hand-made jewellery by Hannah Smith

Beyond Bling
is a contemporary, designer jewellery company
which uses traditional techniques to create
innovative pieces, combining precious metals
with more unusual materials.
Simplicity is the basis of all designs, each piece
is considered in terms of its context, form, texture and finish.
BUT the ace news is that they have started creating Zombie Jewellery…
So if you are not sure what to buy the one you
love, then why not give them the gift of designer
zombies….

May 16th, 2011 - The Walking Dead on DVD
See article in this issue.
May 29th, 2011 - NYC Zombiecrawl
http://nyczombiecrawl.com/
May 30th, 2011 - Zombie Undead on DVD.
www.zombieundead.com
See article in this issue.
June 4th, 2011 - London Zombiewalk. Hyde Park.
www.facebook.com/event.php?eid=134286976637055

June 13, 2011 - Eaters: Rise of the Dead on DVD
See article in this issue.
June 27th, 2011 - Evilution on DVD
See article in this issue.
July 16th, 2011 - Camp Zombie, Blackpool
http://www.campzombie.co.uk/
August 12th to 14th, 2011 - Zombiefest 2011
www.terror4fun.com
November, 2011 - Day of the Undead
www.terror4fun.com

HTTP://WWW.BEYONDBLING.CO.UK/

Do you Love Zombies?
Buy the t-shirt and tell the world……!
http://www.terror4fun.com/zombie_tshirts.html
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The Zombie Times, May 2011
Hey there Zombie Fans,
Welcome once again to the latest issue of our e-zine… The Zombie Times…
This time we have the build up to the summer with great things happening on both sides of
the pond like Zombie stock and the NYC zombie crawl in the us and the release of zombie
undead and the zombie diaries 2 on the uk side.
It looks like it going to be a hell of a hot summer as far as the undead
are concerned, so keep us up to date with your zombie news and we
will tell the world...
Enter the competitions, tell your friends about us and spread the
word… Zombies are alive and kicking…
See you soon, more than 12,000 subscribers can’t be wrong…

Keep on rotting in the Free World,
Zombie Ed and the Terror4
Terror 4fun Team
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News & Events - 3 x Indie films that need you to Watch them or support them...
News & Events - The Walking Dead on DVD...
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Releases - Zombie Diaries 2 and the Brain Eaters Bible
Releases - Strange Zombies and the Ultimate Guide to Surviving...
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Releases - Zombiemania or Zombie Science, you decide?
Releases - Zombie Movies on the horror channel
MAKE UP - Blood Splatter and Nimba Creations...
MAKE UP - Gore Galore and Make Up Artists...
CAPCOM and Competitions

“In The Event of a Zombie Attack”
This is not a DVD, this could be the next best thing to a
van load of BIG guns... Find out more at:
http://4d4films.com/films/in-the-event-of-a-zombie-attack/
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WIN this awesome Tee from www.redneckcarnage.com

See the Back of This Zombie Times for more info….

Zombie Stock Weekend - July 2011
NW Tactical Adventures Inc. and benefiting The Chilfriends and family. Most importantly, you just might
dren's Cancer Association
learn how to live through the coming Zombie ApocaWe will be gathering in Carlton, Oregon this July and
lypse.
invite fans to come as a Survivor or Zombie. Do a bit of
camping, enjoy zombie movies at night, meet with
other fans of this genre. Enjoy a bite from a selection of
food and drink vendors. Participate in workshops and
demonstrations all weekend. There will be Raffle
Prizes, Door Prizes, Zombie Make-Up provided by Liz
The Incredible and her team.
We will have a live performance by Smootchknob, activities will include Survival Training, Make-Up Demonstrations, Martial Arts Instruction and starting at noon
on Saturday, we will have the Zombie Apocalypse.
Zombie Apocalypse is a 6 hour scenario with groups of
unarmed survivors working together to fend off and
survive in our 170 acre Safe Zone. The Safe Zone will be
protected by heavily armed special forces operators,
we will be using simulated explosions, smoke screens,
machine gun fire, and a steady supply of adrenaline.
We will also have a zombie beauty pageant and so
The website for now, can be found at:
http://nwtacticaladventures.com/TheZombieApocalypse2.aspx
much more.
The Zombie Stock Weekend will be a great opportuOR Facebook
nity to get to know other Zombies, Survivalists, and
http://www.facebook.com/event.php?eid=194053487283211
Zombie Fans, or just relax and spend time with your
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Element {.245}
Hello Zombie Fans,
I'm Paul McConnell and we just finished our first film entitled Element
{.245} Zombie. It is based on my series of novels also called Element
{.245}. The book & movie take you through the accidental outbreak
of a zombie invasion. Things go real bad when a director meddles in
things he shouldn't be meddling in and an intelligent is created. When
all else fails the DSI (Department of Supernatural Investigations) go
to their top gun to set things right. It is a lot of zombie action and
character development that continues in the next film, which we start
filming later this month. The zombie make up effects were done by
my wife Connie and she was amazing. You can check out the trailer
on Facebook under Element {.245} Zombie. The book is still available
on Amazon.com and we hit a local theater engagement later this
week. The DVD will be available soon on www.raichemicals.com. If
there are any things that you would like to know about our project
please contact me at pmcconnell@cisd.org.
Cheers, Paul Mc

A Zombie Times Apology
to Britney spears and
the jetblackberries
Last issue of the
Zombie Times, we
included a link to the
video of the Jet
Black Berries, the
band, who appeared on the Sound Track Album
for Return of the Living Dead.
There is one problem though....
When you hit the link for the “They Walk Among
You” video it takes you to some guy talking
about Britney's new video???
They've had some big influences
but she ain't one of them.
For safety reasons we are going to include their
MySpace link, which will get you to their tunes
without finding someone singing the praises of
other teen pop icons…
The Jet Black Berries Correct Link
http://www.myspace.com/jetblackberries

Devilish Presley
Tour Dates
Hailing from the dark streets of East London, Devilish
Presley has become a significant force on the gothicpunk scene in the UK & Europe during the last seven
years. Their live shows are legendary and their videos
include zombies, voodoo and their awesomely hellish
tunes… They have a work ethic which included self
releasing four albums, all of which sold well and gathered excellent reviews and they have toured with music legends like The Damned and The Meteors. For
more info visit http://www.devilishpresley.com/ and
then click L on the Ouija Board for their LIVE dates…
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A cure for the dead - web series
Wes Young and Matthew
Harmon present A Cure For
Dead, a new zombie webseries - survival, gore, sex and
action packed into a cutting
edge web-series available at
your fingertips.
With the changes that are taking place around the world
with media, film and cinema
our goal was to create a high
production value transmedia
web series that could reach the growing Internet audience, something with the sexiness of True Blood and the
fun and gore of Zombieland. Thus A Cure for Dead
was born.
The zombie sickness has ravaged the world for the last
2 years; mentally, physically, and emotionally hardening those who have survived. The story begins with
Arlin, the sole survivor, of a group of scientists that

have been desperately working
on a cure for the zombie virus,
until their lab was overtaken.
Escaping with his life, he enlists
the help of three survivalist
Cassie, Emma, and Tread to
take what is remaining of the
zombie cure to a facility in the
District of Nevada. The journey
is dangerous and the zombies
will not be the only things lurking around the corner for this
group. The series will explore not just the zombie
threat but also the exploitation.
It’s a fun and sexy episodic series with episode releases
every two to three weeks. The series can be found at
our website http://www.acurefordead.com and on
YouTube. We will be engaging the audience with interactivity and contests. Stay tuned for more to come.

Helldriver: is one to watch out for!
Welcome to Zombieworld
This is a heads up for a
new Japanese zombie
movie that had its
European Premiere at the
Terracotta Festival and
should be coming to a
DVD near you soon.
Terracotta Festival is held
by the Terracotta Group,
bringing entertaining Far
East films to the UK. The
annual Terracotta Far East
Film Festival is now into its
third year.
An alien-spawned,
mysterious mist blankets the northern half of Japan,
transforming those who inhale it into ravenous,
flesh-eating zombies.

Plunged into chaos, Japan is torn in two: the southern
half of the country, where the populace remains
untouched by the deadly gas, lives behind a heavily
fortified wall, while the northern half is a lawless,
zombie-infected wasteland.
Hope arrives in the form of Kika (Yumiko Hara), a
beautiful high school girl armed with a chainsaw sword
powered by an artificial heart.
Recruited by the government, Kika leads a ragtag
group of desperados on a secret mission into the
zombie-infected wilds to exterminate zombie queen
Rikka (Eihi Shiina from Audition and Tokyo Gore
Police) and put an end to the plague of the living
dead.

But the road is fraught with a thriving zombie
population that refuses to lay down and die!

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
12,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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Dymocks Southland:...… zombies are a way of life...
Zombie Awareness Month. Australia. May 10 – 31, 2011 ists in ‘extreme horror fiction’. Featuring Brett McBean,
R. Frederick Hamilton, Andrew Gallacher, Matthew
Dymocks Southland, Shop 3067/8, Westfield Shopping Revert and Steve Gerlach.
Centre. Cheltenham, VIC 3192 Tel: 03 9584-1245
Sat 28th of May: The ‘Zombie Jamboree’, featuring:
11am – 12 noon: Local horror authors Kirstyn McDerJoin us at Dymocks Southland for a mott (Madigan Mine) and Bob Franklin (Under Stones)
celebration of all things zombie
- both winners of this years' Australian Shadows awards
during the month of May, with
- signing copies of their books. Be afraid!
great deals on a huge range of
12 – 1pm: Bestselling novelist James Phelan will be
zombie-related books, giveaways, signing copies of his YA zombie novel Alone #1: Chasers
prize draws, and even a ‘zombie
(and his adult thriller books!). Pre-order Alone #2: S
shuffle’!
urvivor, and James will personalise your copy when it’s
Deal #1: Purchase any three
released on June 30th! PLUS you’ll go into the draw**
zombie-themed books or graphic
to win a personalised bound manuscript of an Alone
novels and receive a FREE copy of short story, AND have a character named after YOU in
David Moody’s Dog Blood only
James’ upcoming, top-secret, thirteen–book series due
while stocks last.
from Scholastic in 2012!
Deal #2: Purchase any four zombie 1 – 2pm: Zombie Shuffle! Turn up to Dymocks in full
books, receive a free copy of Dog Blood, and enter the zombie costume for your chance to win a magnificent
draw to win a fantastic prize-pack comprising a range The Walking Dead prize-pack - comprising a range of
of books, DVDs and novelties.
merchandise related to the cult graphic novel series
PLUS… On Sat 14th of May: Join us for a group signing and TV show.
of exciting authors from Legume Man Books – special-

Buy this dvd of the dead
When Ryan Gollogly of Kingston,
Ontario based alternative-rock
band Fugitive Underground decided it was time they did a Music
Video, they enlisted Stan Hart and
VideoMonkey Productions to do
the deed. Stan is a Make-Up FX
artist turned renegade guerrilla
film maker who has worked on
such epic feature films as 'Zombie
Night 2', 'Summer School Zombies'
and the award winning 'Reel Zombies', so it only seemed natural to make it a Zombie
Music Video. And so the odyssey began.
In between playing shows, winning Battle of the Bands
contests and otherwise taking Southern Ontario by
storm, F.U. and VideoMonkey Productions shot six days
of guns and gore and hundreds of zombies. The music
videos tell the tale of how FU, after a zombie apocalypse , decide they are going to play a show anyway.

They must battle the zombies
every step of the way to get to the
club, and once they start to play
the zombies show up too. It was
just too much to fit in the four minute run time of their song. So, a
year later, not one, but three music
videos and a full length DVD featuring a Making of Featurette, five
F.U. songs and loads of special features and shorts entitled 'FU's DVD
of the DEAD' was the result.
You can see one of the Music Videos here:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tKkKV7Qxg3E
You can buy FU's DVD of the DEAD on Amazon.com
or here: https://www.createspace.com/298639
Fugitive Underground's website is here:
http://www.fugitiveunderground.ca/
Learn more about VideoMonkey Productions and
watch some of their Films here: www.FilmsUCK.net
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HOUSEParty. A Zombie Short Film Must-See
Hopefully by now you will have seen that Houseparty of the Dead 6 has been released,
kicking and screaming onto the interwebs.
If you haven't, then wrap your glazzies round it right now!
Houseparty of the Dead 6 is now on the imdb. We're currently rocking a 9.3 out of 10 on
there, which isn't too bad but we're aiming for the perfect 10 of course.
Shortly, we'll also have some very exciting news about Houseparty of the Dead: The Movie
for you, so follow us on the Twitter and the Facebook and all that, more details are at…

http://www.housepartyofthedead.com/

Coming soon… DEADHEADS...
DEADHEADS is a “zombedy”
that is sure to impress–pleasing
both horror and actionadventure fans alike. Yup, you
heard it first. Horror, meets
comedy, meets action
adventure!

Mike and Brent, who find themselves surprisingly reborn from the dead amid a disastrous zombie outbreak. After discovering an engagement ring in his
coat pocket, Mike enlists his new found zombie pal,
Brent, to embark on a quest in search of his lost love.

What ensues is a hilarious cross country road trip as
these two reformed flesh-eating pals hitchhike cross
DEADHEADS is a return to the
country as they are pursued by a team of zombie killin’
great comedy/adventure films of bounty hunters!
the 80’s like “Back to the Future”
and the “Goonies”. The story
http://www.deadheadsthemovie.com/
follows two zombie slackers,

Help Required… on A Zomedy of Terrors
might fit in if any
bands have
material they
For a plot synopsis and a lot more information then
would love to have
please visit… http://www.goblinfilmsltd.com/gs.php
included in a film.
There are good
The film is currently in post-production, hoping to be
distribution
finished by end of summer 2011. Although it is pretty
much under control, anyone with premiere Pro CS5 on contacts in place
for the finished film
a PC or who has sound software or ADR experience
that wants to get in on the project can contact Denise due to Denise
being the 'crazy
at goblinfilmsltd@gmail.com. Also, we have a rocking
soundtrack but have room for a couple more songs in goblin lady from
Dragon's Den.’
the Goth/Punk/Steampunk direction that

Graveyard Shift: A Zomedy of Terrors

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
12,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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The Walking Dead... DVD, May 16
Arguably the biggest hit of the US 2010 television season, the apocalypse drama The Walking Dead pulls the
zombie subgenre out of its overexposed doldrums and
finds, ironically enough, the humanity and emotion
beneath its rotting shell.

2011

Based on a graphic novel, the drama follows Rick
Grimes, a sheriff’s deputy played by British actor
Andrew Lincoln (This Life), who wakes from a coma
only to find that the country has been overrun by
zombies. US zombie show The Walking Dead has been
signed up for a second series, after only two episodes
have aired.

Produced by Frank Darabont
(The Shawshank Redemption)
and Gale Anne Hurd (Aliens)
The show, starring British
actor Andrew Lincoln, has
and based on the acclaimed
had record ratings in the
graphic novel by Robert
States. It will return for a 13
Kirkman, The Walking Dead
follows a band of Atlantaepisode second season and
based survivors of a viral
the show's makers say they
outbreak that has caused the
are hoping for at least 10
dead to rise up and consume
series.
the living. The group's nominal
leader is a sheriff's deputy
It premiered on Halloween
(Andrew Lincoln) who wakes
night in the US and across
from a gunshot-induced coma
that week it was shown in
to find the world in disarray
more than 100 countries
and his wife (Sarah Wayne
around the world.
Callies, Prison Break) and son
The show's makers claimed
missing. His search for his
this was a first for a TV show.
family and the survivors'
attempts to make sense of
The two-disc set of Walking
their lives in the wake of the
Dead's first season includes all
outbreak is handled with
six episodes, as well as a
intelligence and sensitivity,
number of making-of extras,
which helps to elevate the
including the show's
show beyond the grindhouse
conception and production, a
take on zombies, which
talk with Robert Kirkman
favours spilled guts over
(he's a fan), a look at the
character development. That's
makeup by KNB Studios, and
not to say that the blood doesn't flow plentifully here: the show's panel at the 2010 ComicCon.
the
special effects are on par with zombie-movie mayhem, All of the principal players on both sides of the camera
but again, they aren't the show's raison d'être.
are given adequate screen time to discuss their vision
for the show, its influences (George Romero, naturally),
Solid performances, including Jon Bernthal as Lincoln's and the challenges of depicting the end of civilisation
partner, Jeffrey DeMunn as the group's leading
on a budget.
rationalist, and Michael Rooker and Norman Reedus as
a pair of trouble-making rednecks, and gripping
suspense make each of the first season's six episodes
compelling from start to finish for both horror fans and
To win posters and graphic novels then check out the
those who dislike the genre as a whole.

Competition Time

comp on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.

DVD Description

Three Men... One Mission... Need Help with HORROR ???
http://www.darkwatersentertainment.com/
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Eaters:... Rise Of The Dead
“ONE OF THE BEST ZOMBIE FILMS I
HAVE SEEN IN YEARS.”
– HORROR-UNRATED.COM.
Presented by cult writerdirector-producer Uwe Boll
(House Of The Dead;
BloodRayne; In The Name Of
The King), Eaters: Rise Of The
Dead is a smart, stylish and
ambitious indie horror movie
from first time directors Luca
Boni and Marco Ristori. Taking an old-school approach
to the genre that thematically and atmospherically
recalls the post-apocalyptic
terrors of George A. Romero’s
classic “Day Of The Dead”,
Eaters: Rise Of The Dead combines brains (in every
sense of the word!) and gratuitous gore in one neat
bloody package that will satisfy even the most demanding zombie movie fans.

race but for his research he desperately needs “guinea
pigs”, undead test subjects that Igor and Alen are more
than happy to provide in exchange for food, beer and
board at Gyno’s lab. Searching the local countryside for
suitable zombie candidates, the two fearless zombie

hunters cross paths with an insane artist, a group of
neo-Nazis led by a midget Fuhrer, and a mysterious
teenage girl who they believe may be the daughter of
the Plague Spreader himself. As Igor and Alen routinely
risk their lives fighting and trying to capture the undead, unknown to them, Gyno is secretly working to a
completely different agenda – one that could have
even more terrifying consequences than the problems
created by the Plague Spreader.
Excellent gore effects, impressively stylish cinematography and a fitting music score (by Justin Bennett of
Skinny Puppy and My Life With The Thrill Kill Kult
fame and Stefano Rossello of Italian experimental industrial band Bahntier) combined with the script’s very
dark vein of black humour make Eaters: Rise Of The
Dead a chilling but hugely entertaining ride through a
near-future world overrun by zombie flesh-eaters.
Eaters:
Rise Of The Dead (cert. tbc) will be released on
The world has been devastated by what has come to
DVD
by
Chelsea Films on 13th June 2011.
be known as the Great Epidemic, the result of a deadly
global virus deliberately spread by an anonymous psychotic terrorist called the Plague Spreader. Essentially
turning its victims into the living dead, the epidemic has
produced a Hell on Earth in which even the Pope has
committed suicide in order to escape the unfathomable
horror. Still surviving the madness going on around
them is a small group comprising two zombie hunters,
Igor (Alex Lucchesi) and Alen (Guglielmo Favilla), a
scientist named Gyno (Claudio Marmugi), and Alexis
Competition Time
(Rosella Elmi), a former colleague of Gyno’s and girlfriend of Alen, who is somehow still alive despite being
To win a copy of this DVD then check out the comp
on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.
infected by the virus. Gyno believes that Alexis could be
the key to finding a cure that could save the human

www.tapeitordie.com
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Zombie Diaries 2
The sequel to the smash hit original. The zombie outbreak has overtaken Britain but this time the military
are ready and meet the deadly threat head on with
extreme force. An epic follow up to the best selling
Zombie Diaries.

behind the message.
Their perilous journey takes
them across a now treacherous,
death-ravaged landscape,
where the living dead are vast
in
Three months have passed since a viral outbreak wiped number and wandering bandits
out 99.9% of the world's population, turning its victims impose their own malicious
into flesh-eating living dead. In the UK, a surviving
sense of law and order.
band of soldiers and civilians have taken refuge at a
What follows is a journey into
rural military barracks.
hell and a desperate battle
Life in this new world is tough and brutal, but hope
against all odds for the very
appears when a high level communication is received
survival of the human race.
from a military base on the coast, telling of sanctuary
elsewhere in Europe... But just as salvation appears to
Competition Time
be in reach, the base suffers an overwhelming defeat at
the hands of the living dead!
To win a copy of this DVD then check out the comp
The surviving handful of troops and civilians must now
on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.
make their way to the coast to uncover the truth

THE BRAIN EATER’S BIBLE - iPad or book!
iPad App brings
the Zombie Apocalypse
Actor Pat Kilbane, working with
Zentro Media, has created an interactive field manual and manifesto
for the reanimated dead, complete
with videos, 3D graphics and special
effects. The app, which is available
from the iTunes App Store, is written from the point of view of a cogent zombie who schools the undead on subjects such as man hunting, brain eating, and zombie anatomy. The Brain Eater’s Bible app
includes the 160-page full-color ebook, 18 videos from zombie author J.D. McGhoul, an
interactive skull showing where to best access the brain,
hundreds of interactive photos illustrating zombie science, psychology and survival techniques, zombie martial arts sequences and schematics showing how to ambush humans.
Kilbane, a lifelong horror and science-fiction fan, con-

ducted exhaustive technical research for this project,
including interviews with many experts such as SEAL
snipers and brain surgeons along with paramedics, immunologists and martial arts professionals, among others.” Kilbane got the idea for The Brain Eater’s Bible
while shooting the 2008 film Day of the Dead in which
he plays a scientist who becomes a zombie. “I loved picturing the world through cloudy, undead eyes,” Kilbane
says. “With this project I can deeply explore that point
of view and share it with fellow zombie enthusiasts.”
A traditional hardcover version of The Brain Eater’s
Bible with is available on Amazon.com and Amazon.co.uk. iPad App Available April 22, 2011
160 pages $14.99 (promotional price $7.99 until 31/5/11)
http://itunes.apple.com/app/brain-eatersbible/id430476276
Zentro Media www.braineatersbible.com

Competition Time
To win a copy of this Book then check out the comp
on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.

“In The Event of a Zombie Attack”
This is not a DVD, this could be the next best thing to a
van load of BIG guns... Find out more at:
http://4d4films.com/films/in-the-event-of-a-zombie-attack/
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Strange Zombies, Part 14
I love this pic quite a lot, although it does scare me. I have never seen a zombie so pleased to be
eating a finger before in my life… Where are his bloody socks… Get It? Oh never mind...

The Ultimate Guide to
Surviving a Zombie Apocalypse
By F. Kim O'Neill. Published by Paladin Publishing
Most people are unprepared to
face a basic survival situation, let
alone a zombie uprising. What
happens when all of the trappings
of civilization are ruthlessly stripped
away? The electricity stops running,
and there's no easy way to preserve
food or get water from the tap. The
law of the land becomes the Law of
the Jungle. When you throw in the
extra difficulty of defending against
hordes of ravenous zombies, it will
be a miracle if most survive overnight, let alone a
month or a year. Life expectancy has just dropped to
next winter . . . if you're lucky.
That's where this book comes in. What will see you
through this horrible zombie apocalypse is not only the
knowledge of how to survive but also the confidence
such knowledge brings. After reading this book, you
will learn:
* The different classifications of zombies, along with
their strengths and weaknesses
* How to deal with the overall zombie-caused
breakdown of society
* Zombie-fighting tactics and techniques

* How to find food, water, and
shelter in a zombie-overrun
world
* Skills for dealing with other
physical dangers, such as rogue
government agencies, zombie
animals, and other humans who
are competing for scarce resources
* How to prepare a zombie
bug-out bag today: a kit that
will get you through that critical first week of a zombie
apocalypse
Legal issues prevent the author from revealing exactly
what he knows about current and future undeadrelated events. But he will say that you need to read
this book now and start preparing for the zombies invasion. It's a no-brainer.

www.paladin-press.com/

Competition Time
To win a copy of this Book then check out the comp
on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.
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Rise and Walk
Wild Wolf Publishing is pleased to announce the April
2011 European release of Rise & Walk by Gregory Solis.

FREE to all Zombie Lovers

Low on ammunition and supplies, the survivors use
anything at hand to fight off the flesh hungry horde. As
the party makes their escape they soon realize that
there is nowhere to run when the dead Rise and Walk.

Rise & Walk has already been a

http://wildwolfpublishing.com/

huge hit in the US and now, after
acquiring the European rights,
Wild Wolf Publishing is taking it
to the UK and European markets.

Wild Wolf Publishing specialise in dark, brutal
and edgy fiction. If it falls between the cracks
of civilised life ... we start salivating.

The walking dead descend upon
a paintball competition in the
mountains. Two brave young
women join forces with two thrill
seekers in a terror filled struggle
against the undead.

Competition Time
To win a copy of this BOOK then check out the comp
on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.

LEICESTER’S FIRST HORROR MOVIE
zombie undead IN DISTRIBUTION DEAL
Leicester’s first home grown horror
movie ‘ZOMBIE UNDEAD’ has secured
a distribution deal with Metrodome,
who have picked up UK and Eire rights
for DVD and VOD.
ZOMBIE UNDEAD is a tense claustrophobic horror in which a terrorist biological attack unleashes a plague of
the living dead and a small band of
survivors battle against the toughest
odds. Two years in the making, it was
shot in Leicester against a backdrop of
local landmarks such as the Clock
Tower, Humberstone Gate and De
Montfort University.
The movie features a small central cast
of local actors playing alongside hundreds of extras
from Leicestershire who make up the zombie hoards.
Jezz Vernon, Head of Distribution for Metrodome said:
‘We are excited to have acquired the rights to Zombie
Undead and warmly look forward to working with
Rhys as we approach the release.’

Speaking about his debut feature
film, Rhys Davies, a creative technologies graduate of De Montfort University, said: “All we had at the start was
the vision of producing a high quality
feature film and a mad-keen enthusiasm for classic British horror. Securing
this distribution deal vindicates the
dream and shows that Leicester can
compete in the feature film arena.
Everyone involved with Zombie Undead is delighted to be working with
Metrodome, a distributor keen to support British independent films.”
ZOMBIE UNDEAD will be released on
DVD and VOD from May 30th 2011.
Zombie Undead trailer:
http://www.hivefilms.co.uk/zombie-undead.html

Competition Time
To win a copy of this DVD then check out the comp
on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.

www.eatmybrains.com
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More gore from Severed press
Zombie Pulp by Tim Curran
Dead men tell tales. From the corpse factories of World
War I where graveyard rats sharpen their teeth on human bones to the wind-blown cemeteries of the prairie where resurrection comes at an unspeakable
price...from the compound of a
twisted messianic cult leader and his
army of zombies to a postapocalyptic wasteland where all that
stands between the living and the
evil dead is sacrifice in the form of a
lottery. Dead men do tell tales. And
these are their stories. Zombie Pulp is
a collection of short stories and 2
never before published novellas from
the twisted undead mind of Tim
Curran.

shutting down nuclear reactors and
securing chemical plants to prevent
runaway reactions in both. There's
little time for anything else. Failed
comic book artist Rick and his family
have joined thousands of other desperate people in trying to find a haven from the madness. Perhaps refuge can be found in the village of
Sparta or maybe there is salvation in
The City of Ruth, a community raised
from the ashes of Carolina. While
watching over it all, the mysterious
figure of BC, moving his gigantic canine pack westward, into lands where survivors think they are safe
And always, the mindless hordes neither living nor
dead, waiting only to destroy. There will be a reckoning.

http://www.severedpress.com/

The Living End By James Robert Smith
One Hundred and Fifty Million Zombies. Sixty Million
Dogs. All of them hungry for warm human flesh. The
dead have risen, killing anyone they find. The living
know what's caused it-a vicious contagion. But too late
to stop it. For now, what remains of society are busy

Competition Time
To win a copy of these books then check out the
comp on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.

Coming to DVD on June 27th, 2011…
In Evilution.... US Army has discovered a microscopic alien form in order to resurrect dead soldiers on the battlefield.
After the experiment has gone wrong, the scientist Darren Hall steals
the last specimen for an experiment and hides out in a residential
building hoping to reverse the damage.
However, on one fateful night, the alien life form is set loose and turns
the building residence into the walking dead.
Darren and a small group of survivors must find a way to destroy the
alien possessed and escape into the city before the end of the human
race.
From the co-producer
of DOG SOLDIERS
and writer of
CEMETERY GATES.

Competition Time
To win a copy of this DVD then check out the comp
on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.
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Chemical Burn Entertainment has
got a good catalogue of horror,
zombie and cult style movies on
DVD, so here are a selection of their
Living Dead Movies that you should
really check out.
THE DEFILED
In a post apocalyptic world, science
and technology have backfired leaving unfathomable destruction and a
permanently diseased planet in its
wake. A virus is mutating the human race turning innocent survivors into mindless
cannibals. In a savage future world devoid of hope, a
man infected with the
deadly viral disease must
cope with the burden of a
new born son, ensuring his
survival. Though he is
infected, he does not allow
his growing desire for
human flesh to overcome
his responsibility to the
newborn. Along the road,
traveling from town to
town, he saves an
unaffected woman from a
certain death by facing
down her perpetrators.
Ultimately she joins him on his odyssey, a journey
through hell on earth in search of a safe haven in which
they can perhaps start a life together, both becoming
committed to doing whatever it takes to make sure the
child survives. Reminiscent of the work of Lynch,
Maddin and Tarkovsky, The Defiled is a black and
white epic of unparalleled artistry examining life, death
and the ultimate sacrifice of love. Not since Carnival of
Souls and Night of the Living Dead has a film captured
the surreal outer dimensions of
the human condition.
http://thedefiled.com/home.html
MELVIN
MELVIN is dead... Now, three
years after his accidental murder,
he is finally making up for lost
time. After enlisting the involuntary help of nerdy college student
Norton Pincus, he's ready to take

FREE to all Zombie Lovers

on those who are responsible for his
death. Melvin's thirst for vengeance
will take this dynamic dork duo on a
mind-blowing streak of throat
ripping, vomit spewing, head
decapitating and much, much more.
Featuring a cameo by Troma
Entertainment's Lloyd Kaufman and
songs from The Sawyer Family,
Monday With a Bullet and Double
Plus Good. Melvin will teach you that
getting picked on at school can be a
real killer!
http://melvinisdead.com/
FAST ZOMBIES WITH GUNS
Collateral Damage,
sometimes, it’s unavoidable.
Mobster Kingpin Paul Varlo’s
(Charles Ramsey) attempt to
kill a potential rat by
poisoning his personal water
supply leads to something he
never saw coming – an
outbreak of zombie carnage!
To make matters worse, these
zombies are different; they’re
faster, meaner and they’re
armed. With the town being
overrun by fast zombies with guns, one resilient band of
people are left to attempt an escape to the nearest
undead-free zone and survival. Meanwhile, Jake (Tony
Swansey) and his girlfriend Laura (Leena Kurishingal)
are cruising their way up to this sweet, little Midwestern
town. One quick business transaction with the local mob
boss, and they can continue on their way to some fun in
the sun, as planned. However, what they discover is a
deserted town … at first. Will the group survive the
terror that has befallen them? Will Jake and Laura get
their money?? Will the zombies run out of bullets??? The
answers can be found in … Fast Zombies with Guns.
"Like peanut butter and jelly or dead hookers and car
trunks, FAST ZOMBIES WITH GUNS is a winning combination" - Aint It Cool News
http://www.chemicalburn.org/horror_and_gore.html

Competition Time
To win a copy of these DVDs then check out the
comps on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.
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Zombie Science Z1
Zombie Science 1Z by Doctor Austin ZITS MSz BSz
DPep With the threat of a zombie outbreak greater
now than ever before the Zombie Institute for
Theoretical Studies (ZITS) has developed Zombie
Science 1Z, a guide to the real science of the undead.

"Doctor Austin is the
real thing. A qualified Zombiologist
with a serious science
book in which he
outlines what you
Compiled by Doctor Austin, Head of the ZITS and a
really need to know
world renowned Theoretical Zombiologist, this book
about battling the
provides an all new viewpoint on what the living dead undead. Study now would truly be like, based on genuine science.
bash later." Sean T Page,
The course is divided into three modules:
Author of The
MODULE ONE: the Zombieism condition
Official Zombie
MODULE TWO: the cause of Zombieism
Handbook UK &
MODULE THREE: preventing & curing Zombieism
War against the
Walking Dead
Upon completion of this guide students may
undertake the online examination and become fully
certified in the course Zombie Science 1Z.

Competition Time

Remember in the fight against zombies the greatest
weapon is knowledge, and crossbows, but mainly
knowledge.

To win a copy of this Book then check out the comp
on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.

Do you have zombiemania?
dead?
Why is it that shambling corpses with a taste for brains,
or mindless automatons controlled by a voodoo master
still retain such relentless power?
Would I eat Brains?
..85 zombie movies that
Illustrated with many photographs, some published
shaped a horror subgenre
here for the first time, this is one film guide that will
and left us all with a
leave you with a restless urge to walk the night in
mortal fear of flesh-eating
search of living flesh.
ghouls clawing their way
out of the cold, dark
http://www.telos.co.uk/
earth. "Zombiemania"
takes an in-depth look at
one of the most popular
horror film categories of
all time.
What is it that makes us
To win a copy of this Book then check out the comp
on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.
so scared of and yet so
attracted to the living

This work covers from
"White Zombie" to
"Land of the Dead"

Competition Time

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
12,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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Zombie Movies on the Horror Channel
May and June 2011 (Sky 319, 320
Virgin 149 and Freesat 138)
The year is hotting up but the Horror Channel is making sure you’re sweating with fear as we have a goredrenched selection of movies waiting for you. Here are
a few choice cuts for you zombie lovers out there.

May
The blood-soaked British
horror/comedy Zombie
Women Of Satan on Saturday the 14th at 22:55 is chock
full or guts, guns and girls! A
group of nightclub performers fall foul of a sinister rural
family's misdeeds when tortured half-naked women are
turned into zombies. When
you have a character named
Pervo the Clown you know
what to expect so tune in for
lashings of nudity, gore and
blood-splattered shocks. You
can catch it again at the
same time on June 1st.
If you fancy a late night on
Monday 24th then tune in at
2:50 for Conor McMahon’s
Dead Meat. When her friend
is bitten by a surprisingly
spritely corpse and turns into
a flesh muncher, Helena flees
for her life. Turns out mad
cow disease turns humans
into zombies. Who knew?
Sam Raimi's horror classic The Evil Dead returns to the
Horror Channel at 22:55 on the 26th. It spawned a cult
hero in star Bruce Campbell and mixes wry humour
with the gore and scares creating a unique celebration
of the horror genre. Five friends staying in a remote
cabin unwittingly unleash a deadly evil. If you miss it
here then tune in on June 15th at the same time.

FREE to all Zombie Lovers

an unofficial trilogy that also contains The Beyond and
House by the Cemetery, City Of The Living Dead (June
6th at 22:55) was Fulci’s next film after making the
groundbreaking Zombie Flesh Eaters. A priest's suicide
opens the gates of Hell, paving the way for the dead to
rise and slaughter the living. Graphic and shocking, this
was made when Fulci was at the height of his powers
and was delivering the most interesting horror around.
This is followed at 00:50 by another cult classic, Kevin
Tenney’s Brain Dead. An alien infection creates a horrific horde of brain-munching zombies shuffling to the
door of a deserted fishing lodge,
where terrified and often naked
victims await. Packed to the
rotting gills with sick humour
and even sicker shocks this is
perfect fodder for lovers of undead fright flicks.
William Wedig’s unsettling
shocker The Rise Of The Dead
hits the Horror Channel on the
10th at 22:55. When an adopted
child tragically dies, its restless
spirit returns from the grave to
carve a blood-soaked path to
reconciliation with his birth
mother. Chilling and dark the
film doesn’t hang around and
has some very memorable
scenes.

As with all TV channels the
dates and times are subject to alteration so please
go to
www.horrorchannel.co.uk
for any last minute
changes. Also join us on Facebook
http://www.facebook.com/horrorchannel and
Twitter http://twitter.com/horror_channel

June
Also known as Gates of Hell, and said to form part of

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
12,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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Nimba Creations - Nice zOMBIES
Ace for Zombie Prosthetics and Vids, etc. Nimba Creations produces all manner of madness, in the make up
sense for films, TV and live shows worldwide, with a
combined 30 years experience in the Special Effects Industry.

sculptor, creature designer
and fx supervisor. Each
appliance is finished to the
same level of quality and
detail as those produced
for any Hollywood blockTom Lauten spent 3 years as a designer and supervisor buster.
at a top London special effects company, and Tom and Siobhan Lauten has been
Siobhan Lauten spent time at Weta Workshop in New in the special effects indusZealand working on
try for 15 years, and comajor films at Peter
ordinates online sales and
Jacksons' FX facility,
quality control. As effects
Weta Workshop. Read artist, she inspects every
our Case Study to see
prosthetic before shipping
how they work with
to insure that each piece
clients to produce some meets the high standards expected by our customers
of their creations.
from professionals to hobbyists.
Nimba Creations pros- Each appliance produced by Nimba Creations is cast by
thetics are made 100% an artist who understands the priorities of people purin house. Every proschasing our products; we continually turn out top qualthetic starts as a sculp- ity, blemish-free prosthetics with thin edges, so you
ture produced by Tom know that they will be ready to apply straight form the
Lauten, originally from box every time.
New York and working
in the effects industry
A good place to start looking at their products is at:
http://www.nimbacreations.com/special-effectsfor over 25 years all
supplies/index.php?option=com_virtuemart&page=shop.browse&category_id=1
over the world as a

WELCOME TO BLOOD SPLATTER
Currently being written and is due for release summer
2011. "Blood Splatter: A Guide to Cinematic Zombie
Violence, Gore and Special Effects" by Craig W. Chenery
is an in depth look at how special effects have influenced and defined the zombie genre.
The final book will contain an n exhaustive look at
hundreds of zombie films including ratings and highlights of over 3,500 special effects. Each film summary
contains detailed criteria such as body count, zombie
count, amount of gore and effects quality.
Exclusive interviews with the professionals who work
behind the scenes to create them. Special Effects ex-

perts and Director's from such films as Land of the
Dead, Dawn of the Dead, Diary of the Dead, Zombieland, Dead and Breakfast, Day of the Dead, Resident
Evil, The Dead Next Door, Zombie Women of Satan,
Night of the Living Dead, Colin and many, many more,
discuss their techniques and adventures behind the
camera.
Never before seen behind the scenes photographs
taken from the professionals themselves
"Blood Splatter: A Guide to Cinematic Zombie Violence,
Gore and Special Effects"

http://www.zombiebloodsplatter.com/
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Zombie Make Up Artists Directory
Need Zombies, then get in touch with these folks and tell
them to get their ‘Zombie On’ they make Undead to Order.
Name: Katrina Demeanour
Based: London, Surrey, South-East, UK
Short Films: Plenty incl. Hospital Resurrection, House
Party of the Dead V, High Heels From Hell (various
shorts), Ultra-Vixens, Zombie Z
Zombies: WZD London, Zombiecon, Fright Fest 2009
Contact Via: totenengel@zombify.me
Website: www.zombify.me

Gore Galore, www.gore-galore.com has been
manufacturing Professional Quality Giant Costumes and Props for theme parks and Haunted
Houses for 13 years.
Their creations are not for Trick or Treating, but
for serious buyers who plan on scaring the yell
out of thousands of people.
For 2011 they designed and created their first giant zombie costume "ROT ZOMBIE" to infect
anyone who catches a glance at him. 9' tall, built
for speed, and gory as hell.
http://www.goregalore.com/products/rot_zombie.gif
We have also been offering zombies to zombie
fans and haunts alike with
www.mypetzombies.com
There are a choice of over 20 life-size static zombies that even come with a death adoption certificate that shows you as the responsible party
for turning these creatures, and for taking care of
them. All zombie pets are a serious responsibility.
There is so much you can do with a zombie it
boggles the mind. All items are custom made by
our gorey hands with love.
Now, GETCHA SOME GORE!

Name: Paul Ewen
Based: London and all around the UK
Feature Films: Vampires of Bloody Island, The Hollow
and Horrorshow
Short Films: Many including Dead End and Houseparty
of the Dead V
Zombies: Zombie Fest 06-09, Frightfest 2007, Frightfest
2009, Day of the Undead
Contact Via: zomboid2007-shuffle@yahoo.co.uk
Website: www.flickr.com/photos/hoof666

Name: Gavin Pate aka Gav’n Gore
Based: Leicestershire, The Midlands, UK
Feature Films: Senior Make Up Artist & FX Creator for
Zombie Undead, 2010
Short Films: ZU Trailer, 2008
Zombies: Zombie Fest 06-09, Day of the Undead 07-09,
Resident Evil Ext.-Photoshoot, Frightfest 2007
Contact Via: cracrapain@yahoo.co.uk
Name: Steven Boyle
Based: Australia
Feature Films: Star Wars Ep II, Undead, King Kong,
Black Sheep and 30 Days of Night.
Short Films: Yes
Zombies: Yes
Contact Via: creaturesteveb@aol.com
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Zombie Website of the Year !

www.tapeitordie.com

This Issues Competitions !!!
To enter the competitions, send answers to the following questions to ed@terror4fun.com as soon as
possible… (Closing dates may vary, check our website!)
Comp 1) Win a Redneck Carnage Tee. 'Complete this phrase from their Website, ‘I don't have to outrun the Zombies....?'
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘MY ZOMBIE KICKED’
Comp 2) Win a copy of a WALKING DEAD poster of graphic novel. ‘Which actor plays Carl Grimes in the series?’
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘THE WALKING DVD ’
Comp 3) Win a copy of EATERS: Rise of the Dead. ’Who presents this film on the DVD release?’
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘EATERS: ROTD’
Comp 4) Win a copy of Zombie Diaries 2. ‘Who directed the original Zombie Diaries movie?’
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘ZOMBIE DIARIES 2’
Comp 5) Win a copy of BRAIN EATERS BIBLE. ‘Who wrote the Brain Eaters Bible’
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘BRAIN EATERS BIBLE’
Comp 6) Win a copy of ULTIMATE GUIDEQ. When was Paladin Press Established?
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘PALADIN’
Comp 7) Win a copy of RISE AND WALK. ’Who is quoted on the bottom of the Wild Wolf Publishing homepage?’
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘RISE AND WALKY’
Comp 8) Win a copy of ZOMBIE UNDEAD 'What is full name of Zombie Undeads director?'
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘ZOMBIE UNDEAD’
Comp 9) Win a copy of ZOMBIE PULP ‘How many short stories are contained within ‘Zombie Pulp?’
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘ZOMBIE PULP’
Comp 10) Win a copy of THE LIVING END Q. What is the surname of failed comic book artist Rick?
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘LIVING END’
Comp 11) Win a copy of EVILUTION Q: Finish this phrase “ Once its unleashed….”
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘EVILUTION’
Comp 12) Win a copy of ZOMBIE SCIENCE: What does ZITS stand for?
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘ZOMBIE SCIENCE’
Comp 13) Win a copy of ZOMBIEMANIA Q: What are the surnames of the authors of this book…
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘ZOMBIEMANIA’

PLEASE EMAIL US YOUR ANSWERS IN SEPERATE EMAILS. It helps us sort them out!!! CHEERS…
PLUS THERE’S a chance to WIN 3 x Chemical Burn DVDS: www.terror4fun.com/
Terms and conditions and details of previous winners can be found on the Terror4fun website.

